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ABSTRACT 

The statistical study of different populations of genes, with principal component 
analyses (PCA) and with mean curves, shows: (1) The occurrence probability of the 
dinucleotide D = RY (D’ = YR), R being a purine base, Y a pyrimidine base, and N any 
base, after the occurrence of the nucleotide Y (R) in the zero modulo three curve-in the 
eukaryotic protein coding genes-presents a modulo 9 periodicity with a maximum value 
nine bases after Y (R). This modulo 9 periodicity is added to the existing coding modulo 3 
periodicity RNY, i.e. to the preferential use of the codon RNY in the open reading frame. 
(2) The occurrence probability of the trinucleotide T = YRY after the occurrence of the 
nucleotide Y-in the protein coding genes of eukaryotes, chloroplasts, and mitochondria, 
and in the transfer RNA genes-presents a maximum value eight bases after Y. (3) Similar 
results are obtained (with less statistical significance) with other gene taxonomic groups 
(viral protein coding genes, viral introns) and with the complementary motif R(N), R YR 
These results may suggest that the motifs Y(N),YRY, R(N),RYR, Y(N),RY, and 
R( N),YR could have a function related to the spatial structure of the DNA sequences. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The DNA double helix contains in its nucleotide sequence several types 
of periodicities: 

(1) some well-defined periodicities which are related to the transcription- 
translation function of the codons, 
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(2) some lesser-known periodicities which are related to the space con- 

straints assigned by the secondary and tertiary structure of the DNA 
molecule. 

Several studies, which are generally based on the statistical and prob- 

abilistic analyses, have permitted characterizing these periodicities [4, 81. 
Shepherd [9] determined, by correlation testing, which frame differs the least 
from a supposed original protein coding sequence, where the codons should 
have the form RNY. This coding periodicity is constant and equal to three 
nucleotides. Trifonov and Sussman [lo] interpreted the mean periodicity of 
10.5 for some dinucleotides as the preference of some nucleotides to be in 
the third position of the codons, in order to facilitate the deformational 
anisotropy of the DNA molecule. On the other hand, a correlation between 
the frequencies of some R-Y doublets, triplets, and quartets and some DNA 
structural parameters (angular deviation of torsion, angular deviation of roll, 
etc.) has been described, but not studied in terms of periodicities [6]. 

Our statistical study-carried out on DNA sequence samples which have 

been obtained from the EMBL Nucleotide Sequence Data Library (release 
lo)-is presented in terms of mean curves and principal component analyses 
(PCA), whose intuitive interpretation of the graphs is explained in Section 2. 

2. PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS (PCA) 

The PCA is a graphical statistical method which permits computer study 
of a large matrix of numbers w&out any statistical hypothesis. In our study, 
each line of the matrix represents a DNA sequence, each column a quantita- 
tive parameter. The current element of the matrix is the value of the 
parameter of its column for the sequence associated to its line. This matrix 
with n rows and p columns is then considered: 

(1) as the set of its columns, points in R” (variable space), or 
(2) as the set of its rows, points in RP (individual space). 

The visualization of the two abovementioned clouds of points is not 
possible under these conditions. Therefore, the goal of the PCA is to seek the 
plane (or the successive planes), called in this paper the first factor plane, 
which best adjusts these two clouds according to a least squares approxima- 
tion. Then, the studied cloud is represented on this plane according to an 
orthogonal projection. 

Prior to this geometrical study, the matrix of the initial numbers is 
modified in order to achieve an invariable analysis for the measure unit. This 
modification places the cloud of the variable space in the sphere of center 0 
and of radius equal to one. This is the reason why, in the graphs below, the 
cloud of variable points is projected inside a circle (called correlation-circle) 
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of center 0 and of radius equal to one (trace of the sphere in the plane). The 
proximities between variable points or groups of variable points are interpre- 
ted in terms of correlation. Two nearest points are strongly correlated, i.e., 
their associated parameters behave in the same way with respect to the set of 
individuals. On the other hand, two points separated by an angle of 90” with 
the origin 0 are not correlated, i.e., their associated parameters behave 
independently with respect to the set of individuals. 

We refer the reader to Lebart et al. [5] and Michel [8] for more details 
about this technique. 

3. RESULTS 

A. STUDY OF A PERTURBATION IN THE EUKARYOTIC CODING MODULO 3 

PERIODICITY RNY 

The statistical study presented below has been determined with a popula- 
tion of 1870 eukaryotic protein coding genes (1638 kb) composed of all the 
sequences whose lengths are greater than 300 bases. The same results have 
been obtained with the analyses of several samples extracted from this 
population. 

a. Analysis of the Eukatyotic Coding Modulo 3 Periodic@ RNY. The 
parameter T;, i varying between 0 and 29, is defined as the occurrence 
probability in the studied sequence of a purine nucleotide R followed by a 
pyrimidine-purine dinucleotide D = YR separated from R by any i bases, 
i.e. the motif R(N),YR. 

The first factor plane (which contains 68% of the initial information of 
the variable point cloud; see Figure 1) shows three groups of well-separated 
parameters formed of the parameters q, with i respectively congruent to 0, 
1, and 2 modulo 3. We shall call these three groups G,, G,, and G, 
respectively. This result agrees with the existence of a preferential use of the 
codon RNY [3] in the open reading frame [9]. 

In a first approach, let we assume that the coding periodicity RNY is 
perfect (see Figure 2). Then the dinucleotide D = YR is necessarily found in 
the third position of a codon for Y and in the first position of the following 
codon for R. Let us fix this dinucleotide D = YR in such admissible 
position. Then the first nucleotide R of the parameter q., necessarily 
situated upstream of the dinucleotide D = YR, can only be found in two 
types of positions: 

(1) If R is in the first position of a codon, then the parameters 7; with i 

congruent to 1 modulo 3 have an occurrence probability p equal to 1. 
(2) If R is in the second position of a codon, then the parameters q with 

i congruent to 0 modulo 3 have an occurrence probability p equal to 0.5. 
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FIG. 1. 7; parameter analysis (see Section 3.A.a). Principal component analysis on the 

7; parameter space projected on the first factor plane. 

Base position in the codons: 123123123 p 
Open reading frame: RNYRNYRNY 

7;, i congruent to 0 modulo 3 : R...YR .5 

7;,icongruenttolmodulo3: R....YR 1 

q, i congruent to 2 modulo 3: impossible 0 

FIG. 2. Occurrence probability p of the parameters T (see Section 3.A.a), with i 

congruent to 0, 1, and 2 module 3, in the case of a hypothetical perfect coding periodicity 

RNY. 
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Obviously, the occurrence probability p of the parameters q with i con- 

gruent to 2 modulo 3 is equal to 0. 
In reality, the coding periodicity RNY is not perfect. It is only prefer- 

ential, since the occurrence probability of the codon RNY (32.2%) is greater 
than the occurrence probabilities of the codons RNR (27X%), YNR (17.7%), 

and YNY (22.3%). Therefore, the previous probabilistic reasoning must be 
balanced with the fact that the perfect periodicities of the codons RNR, 

YNR , and YNY can give different occurrence probabilities of the parameters 
q. Furthermore, the exact values of these probabilities also depend on series 
of alternating types of codons. In actual fact, the existence of the three 
groups of parameters, G,, , G,, and G,, is related to weak variations of 
percentages which explain why these three groups are relatively well corre- 
lated, i.e. near in the first factor plane (see Figure 1). 

b. Analysis of the Group GO. The existence of the three groups of 
parameters, G,, , G,, and Gz, is the consequence of a known rule. The 
question may be asked whether there is no other rule which can discriminate 
the parameters belonging to the same group. In this section, we shall 
demonstrate that the distribution of the parameters q in the group G, 
follows a modulo 9 periodicity. 

We apply the PCA to the subgroup of parameters 7: in G,. The first 
factor plane (which contains 76% of the initial information; see Figure 3) 
clearly shows that the group G, is split up into two subgroups. We shall 
denote by S the one having the parameters T congruent to 0 modulo 9, i.e. 
T,, T,, Tls, and T2,. In this group S, the parameter T9 gives a maximum 
deformation of the cloud of these four points. 

c. Interpretation of the Existence of the Group S with the Mean Curves. 
The existence of the four groups G,, G,, G,, and S, obtained with the PCA, 
is explained in particular by the study of the curves associating with each 
parameter q its mean t, calculated on the set of all the studied sequences, i 

varying between 0 and 44. 
Figure 4 shows three separated curves which agree, from the top down, 

with the groups G,, G,, and G, respectively. This separation into three 
curves has been analysed in Section 3.A.a in terms of the preferential use of 
the codon RNY in the open reading frame. The existence of the group S 
accounts for the four peaks at the means t,, t,,, t,,, and t,, of the 
parameters T,, T18, T2,, and T36 in the curve associated with G,,, This 
modulo 9 periodicity in the middle curve G,, decreases from i = 36. The 
existence of these four peaks is statistically significant at the 1% level. 
Indeed, if three numbers are randomly generated, then the probability of 
having a peak (i.e., the second number having the highest value) is obviously 
equal to l/3. If we suppose now that the parameters 7], with i equal to 0 
modulo 3, are independent variables, then the probability of having four 
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FIG. 3. 7; parameter analysis with i congruent to 0 modulo 3 (see Section 3.A.b). 

Principal component analysis on the 7; parameter space projected on the first factor plane. 

successive peaks (i.e. four independent triplets of numbers, the second one 
having the highest value) is 3T4 = 1.23%. In reality, the result is less than 3F4 
because the statistical reasoning should also take into account the fact that 
the means f,, tis, and t,, have the greatest values on the curve associated 
with G,. As a matter of fact, the statistical test which compares two means of 
two parameters (see appendix) shows a statistical significance at the 0.1% 
level for the following six differences: 1, - t6, t, - ti2, 1,s - t,,, t,, - t,,, 

t27 - t24 9 and t,, - t,,. 

d. Complementary Results. Similar results are obtained from the study 
of the parameters T’ which are deduced from the parameters T by 
permutation in their definition (see Section 3.A.a) of R and Y (data not 
shown). 
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FIG. 4. Occurrence probability of the motif R( N),YR: curves of the means t, of the 
parameters 7; (see Section 3.A.c). A horizontal dashed line goes through the point (9, tP). 

e. Results 1: Perturbation of the Eukaryotic Coding Modulo 3 Periodic@ 

RNY. The occurrence probability of the dinucleotide D = RY (D’= YR) 

after the occurrence of the nucleotide Y (R) in the zero modulo three curve 
-in the eukaryotic protein coding genes-presents a modulo 9 periodicity 
with a maximum value nine bases after Y (R), i.e. the motifs Y(N), R Y and 
R( N),YR. Furthermore, the troughs in position i equal 8 (curve associated 
to G,) and in position i equal 10 (curve associated to G,) reflect the 
inadequacy of the motifs R(N),YR and R(N),,YR with the motif 
R( N),YR. We shah see in the next section that the variations of the three 
curves G,,, G,, and G, for i equal to 8, 9, and 10 are generalized to other 
gene taxonomic groups if we particularize the studied dinucleotide. 

B. A MOTIF RELATED TO THE PREVIOUS PERTURBATION 

In order to extend the results 1, we have analysed all the trinucleotides T, 

i.e. RRR,. . . , YYY, which follow either a nucleotide R or a nucleotide Y. 
Only the motif Y(N) 8 YR Y allows the generalization of the previous results 
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1 with the following populations of genes [the complementary motif 
R(N), RYR has less statistically significant results; see below]: 

(1) Eukaryotic protein-coding genes, denoted EC and constituted by 2271 
sequences (1750 kb). 

(2) Chloroplast protein-coding genes, denoted CC and constituted by 121 
sequences (116 kb). 

(3) Mitochondrial protein-coding genes, denoted MC and constituted by 
130 sequences (117 kb). 

(4) Transfer RNA genes, denoted TR and constituted by 920 sequences 
(70 kb), which are eukaryotic, prokaryotic, chloroplast, and mitochondrial. 

The EC, CC, and MC groups are taken from all the sequences whose lengths 
are greater than 250 bases, while the TR group is taken from all the 
sequences whose lengths are greater than 65 bases, because the length of 
almost all the transfer RNA genes is shorter than 100 bases. 

a. Mean Curves of the Motif Y(N),YRY. We define a new set of 
parameters as follows: The parameter Qi is the occurrence probability in the 
studied sequence of a nucleotide Y followed by a trinucleotide T = YR Y 

separated from Y by any i bases, i.e., the motif Y(N),YRY. The index i 
varies between 0 and 99 for the EC, CC, and MC groups, and between 0 and 
28 for the TR group. Figure 5(a), (b), (c), (d) shows, for each of the above 
groups, the mean qi of the parameter Qi, calculated on the set of all the 
sequences in the studied group. 

For the graphs concerning the protein coding genes [Figure 5(a), (b), (c)l, 
the points are joined to make three curves, congruent to 0, 1, and 2 modulo 
3. The preferential use of the codon RNY in the open reading frame mainly 
separates the parameters Qi into two groups: the group Hi, which consists 
of the parameters Qi with i congruent to 1 modulo 3 (the lower curve), and 
the group H, which consists of the parameters Qi with i congruent to 0 and 
2 modulo 3 (the two higher curves). In order to follow the previous reasoning 

with subsets of points with identical behavior modulo three, we have always 
grouped the parameters with residue gaps that are equal modulo 3, even if 
the two higher curves have nearly the same means. 

The graphs in Figure 5(a), (b), (d) show that the occurrence probability of 
the motif Y(N),YRY has a maximum value for i equal to 8: 

(1) for the EC and CC groups, with i congruent to 2 modulo 3 in the 
range [0, 991; 

(2) for the TR group, with i varying between 0 and 28. 

For the MC group [see Figure 5(c)], the qs value is the second one after 
the q32 value with i congruent to 2 modulo 3, in the range [0, 991. 
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FIG. 5. Occurrence probability of the motif Y(N), YR Y: curves of the means qi of the 

parameters Q, (see Section 3.B.a) for the protein coding genes of the eukaryotes (a), of the 

chloroplasts (b), and of the mitochondria (c) and for the transfer RNA genes (d). A 

horizontal dashed line goes through the point (8, q8). 

b. Statistical Significance. 

(1) If no rule except the random one had led to the construction of these 
curves (the 2 modulo 3 curve in the case of the groups of protein coding 
genes), then the probability that qs is one of the two highest values in all 
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FIG. 5. Continued 

these curves (among 33 points for the EC, CC, and MC groups; among 
29 points for the TR group) would be 

&x~x~x~=7.6~10-~. 

(2) In order to prove that qs has a maximum value with statistical signifi- 
cance, we again apply the statistical test which compares two means of 
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two parameters (see appendix). There is statistical significance at the 
0.1% level: 

(i) for the two differences q8 - q5 and qS - qll with the EC and CC 

groups, 
(ii) for the two differences qS - q, and q8 - q9 with the TR group. 

With the MC group, only the difference qS - q5 has statistical signifi- 
cance at the 5% level. 

c. Results 2. The occurrence probability of the trinucleotide T = YRY 
after the occurrence of the nucleotide Y-in the protein coding genes of the 
eukaryotes, of the chloroplasts, and of the mitochondtia, and in the transfer 
RNA genes-presents a maximum value eight bases after Y. 

d. Complementary Results. The results remain identical in the study of 
the parameters Q; deduced from the parameters Qj by permutation in their 
definition (see Section 3.B.a) of R and Y for the eukaryotic protein coding 
genes, i.e., qi is the first among 33 values (i being congruent to 2 modulo 3, 
in the range [0, 991). 

The rank of the means q,! of the parameters Ql with i congruent to 2 
modulo 3 shows that q; is the seventh among 33 values for the chloroplast 
protein coding genes, the tenth among 33 values for the mitochondria 
protein coding genes, and the fifth among 29 values for the transfer RNA 
genes. 

e. Additional Results. For the viral protein coding genes of lengths 
greater than 250 bases (1182 sequences, 1306 kb): 

qs is the eighth among 33 values, 
qi is the sixth among 33 values. 

For the viral introns of lengths greater than 250 bases (50 sequences, 
99 kb): 

q8 is the sixth among 100 values, 
qi is the twentieth among 100 values. 

We may notice that q8 and qi are always among the highest 30% of values 
for the six previous samples. This statistical result is significant, since the 
random probability of such a situation is equal to: 

(o.30)6 = 7.3 x 10-4. 

These results are not found again for the prokaryotic protein coding 
genes, for the eukaryotic introns, or for the ribosomal RNA genes. 
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4. DISCUSSION 

The effect of the coding periodicity, i.e. the preferential use of the codon 
RNY in the open reading frame, biases any statistical analysis which is not 
congruent modulo 3. That is the reason why the studies of the dinucleotides 
and of the trinucleotides after a given nucleotide have been made in relation 
to the coding periodicity. Therefore, the parameters have been grouped in 

subsets of parameters with residue gaps that are invariant modulo 3 in order 
to permit their comparison. This approach allows us to state that the results 
demonstrated in this paper are independent of any coding periodicity. 

These results have been found by reasoning based on the conditional 
probabilities. This approach is different from the common statistical one, 
which concerns the highest occurrence probabilities. For example, Fickett [4] 
showed that the probabilities between the thymine pairs separated by 2 + 3n 
bases are greater than those between pairs separated by 0+ 3n or 1 + 3n 
bases, n varying between 0 and 66. In the same way, Trifonov and Sussman 
[lo] explain the mean periodicity 10.5 of the DNA chromatin pitch as due to 
the modulation of the 3-base pattern (maxima at 9, 21, 30,. . . bases), which 
occurs with the highest frequencies. It is important to specify that our results 
do not assert that the trinucleotide YRY has the highest occurrence prob- 
ability eight bases after Y. Indeed, the trinucleotide RRR is the one which 
appears the most frequently (see [5]). What we have demonstrated, with a 
high degree of significance, are the main following results: 

(1) The occurrence probability of the dinucleotide D = RY (D’ = YR) 
after the occurrence of the nucleotide Y (R) in the zero modulo three curve 
-in the eukaryotic protein coding genes-presents a modulo 9 periodicity 
with a maximum value nine bases after Y (R). 

(2) The occurrence probability of the trinucleotide T = YRY after the 
occurrence of the nucleotide Y-in the protein coding genes of the 
eukaryotes, of the chloroplasts, and of the mitochondria, and in the transfer 
RNA genes-presents a maximum value eight bases after Y. 

These results have to be added to the RNY rule [3] and clearly differ from 
Trifonov and Sussman’s results [lo]. 

Some connections are even possible between the above results and some 
experimental conclusions. To begin with, the length of the motifs Y(N) s YR Y, 
R(N),RYR, Y(N),RY and R(N),YR, i.e. twelve nucleotides, can be 
related to the DNA double helix pitch. Indeed, the pitch varies from 9.33 to 
12 base pairs per turn in the A, B, C, and Z DNA forms [l, 7,121, while its 
experimental value is estimated to be 10.4 base pairs per turn under 
physiological conditions [ll]. Secondly, the complementary character be- 
tween these motifs follows the base-pairing rule. Finally, the trinucleotides 
T = YRY and T’ = RYR are those, among all the trinucleotides, which have 
the maximum values both for the torsion angle and for the propeller twist 
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[2, 61. These three properties suggest that these motifs could have a function 
related to the spatial structure of the DNA sequences. Furthermore, the 
significant presence of the motif Y( N)8 YRY in several present-day genes 
suggests that it could be considered as a primitive oligonucleotide or as a 
nucleotide ring (anterior to any molecular evolution) used in a stacking and 
linking process and leading to a natural “code” for the helix pitch. 

The motifs Y(N),YRY, R(N),RYR, Y(N),RY, and R(N),YR may be 
used as discriminating parameters [8] in order to characterize different 
taxonomic groups. As noted by one of the referees, these results may serve as 
an addition to the existing rules for distinguishing eukaryotic coding se- 
quences from noncoding sequences. 

APPENDIX 

In order to compare two means x and B of two parameters Ai and Bj 
computed on the same sample of sire n, namely A= (& c i d .,4,)/n and 

B = G<iGn4)/ n, we consider, for each element i of the sample, the 
random variable whose value xi is equal to Ai - B,. For n large (n 2 30), 
the reduced deviation E =fi( X/S), where x and s represent respectively 
the mean and the standard deviation of the 3, is known to follow a normal 
law JV(O, 1) if tie make the hypothesis that A = 8. Therefore, x is different 
from 3 at the 5% statistical level (for example) if E is greater than 1.96. 

We would like to thank Professors Thomas Bickle and Jacques Streith, 
Dr. Christoph Nager, and the referees for their advice. This work was supported 
by a Fellowship from the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique to 
C.J. M. 
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